
ROSE & IVY
1296 FIRST ST.
Weddings & Events

Nestled in the heart of historic downtown
Sarasota, Rose & Ivy emerges as an
enchanting haven for couples seeking the
perfect setting to exchange vows and
celebrate love. With its timeless charm and
understated elegance, this newly unveiled
wedding venue promises to captivate
guests from the moment they step into its
graceful courtyard adorned with blooming
Florida palms and trailing ivy. 

Boasting a seamless blend of sophistication
and romance, Rose & Ivy offers not only a
picturesque backdrop for ceremonies but
also exclusive access to private dining
spaces and a spacious reception area,
ensuring every aspect of your special day is
nothing short of magical. Welcome to a
place where dreams take shape and
memories are etched in the hearts forever.
Welcome to Rose & Ivy.

Both Sarasota natives and guests from all over
the world are invited to take part in the story of
the city while visiting our space. Located next
door to the Opera House, all major hotels, our
gorgeous beaches, and sunset marina - Rose &
Ivy provides easy access to our region’s most
treasured landmarks. Perfect for visitors,
photography, walkability, and much more.

"Rose and Ivy is in the heart of Historic
Downtown Sarasota, with a legacy reaching back
100 years. When you’re here, you are a part of
that legacy..." 

SEASON 2024-2025



A PLACE WHERE
MEMORIES ARE
MADE.
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As the sunlight dances through the lush greenery and casts a warm glow

upon the cobblestone pathways, guests are transported to a realm of

refined luxury and tranquil beauty. Whether exchanging vows under the

azure sky or indulging in a sumptuous feast within the intimate confines of

our private dining rooms, every detail at Rose and Ivy is meticulously

curated to elevate your wedding experience to unparalleled heights. 

With a dedicated team of event specialists poised to turn your vision into

reality, rest assured that your journey from engagement to "I do" will be

marked by seamless elegance and unwavering excellence. At Rose & Ivy,

we invite you to write the next chapter of your love story amidst the

timeless allure of historic downtown Sarasota.



Tours Cake Service

Photographers

BASE RENTAL
Rose 

Room Loft
Ivy

Courtyard
Full

Property

Intimate Setting

Ask our coordinator about:

Outdoor Space Indoor/Outdoor

Private Bar

City View

Two Bars Three Bars

Garden View Dining & Event
Spaces

$1500* $2500* $4800*

Catering

Private Rooms

MC/DJ Extensions

941.685.8762 @roseandivysrq roseandivysarasota.com


